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ABSTRACT 
A method to characterize the class of all generalized inverses of any given matrix 
A is considered. Given a matrix A and a nonsingnlar bordered matrix T of A, 
the submatrix, corresponding to A, of T - ’ is a generalized inverse of A, and 
conversely, any generalized inverse of A is obtainable by tbis method. There are 
different definitions of a generalized inverse, and the arguments are developed with 
the least restrictive definition. The characterization of the Moore-Penrose inverse, the 
most restrictive definition, is also considered. 
A generalized inverse G of an m X n complex matrix A is au n X m matrix 
which satisfies one or more of the Penrose equations. 
AGA=A, (I) 
GAG = G, (2) 
(AG)* =AG, 
(GA)*=GA. 
Here (.)* denotes the conjugate transpose of (v). For a nonempty subset 
of {I,2,3,4}, say {i,j,k}, a (i, i, k}-inverse of A is the generalized inverse 
satisfying (i), (i), and (k). In particular the { 1,2,3,4}-inverse is called the 
Moore-Penrose inverse. Let % (A) and %(A) denote the nuIl space of A in 
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C” (an n-dimensional complex space) and the range of A in C”, respectively, 
and r(A) denote the rank of A. 
In this paper, we generalize the method of obtaining a { 1}-inverse of A 
which was studied by Goldman and Zelen [3], Blattner [2], and Ben-Israel 
and Greville [l]. Also by this method, we characterize all { 1}-inverses of A. 
Let 
T is a bordered matrix of A. Let r = r(A). If T is nonsingular, then r(P) >m - 
randr(Q)~n-r,sincer(P)+r(A)>r(AP)=mandr(A)+r(Q)~r(AQ)=n. 
Therefore we require the following condition for T to be a minimum order 
nonsingular matrix. 
CONDITION. (i)Pisanm~(m-r)matrksuch that Cm=%(A)@%(P), 
(ii) Q is an (n-r)Xn matrix such that Cn=%(A*)@%(Q*), where G3 
means the direct sum of the spaces, and (iii) R is an (n - T) X (m - T) matrix. 
The following two lemmas are immediate consequences of the Condition. 
LEMMA 1. (i) P is of full column rank, (ii) Q is of full row rank, and (iii) 
T is nonsingular. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are obvious from the Condition. To prove (iii), we 
show that if 
(“Q i)( i)=O, where ( ~)EC’“+~-~, 
then 
Since Aa + Pb = 0, we have, by (i) of the Condition, that Aa= - Pb =0, 
implying b = 0. Therefore 
A ( 1 Q a=O. 
is, by (ii) of the Condition, a full column rank matrix. Hence a = 0. 
n 
LEMMA 2. There exists an (m - r) X m full row rank matrix C such that 
CA=Oand CP=I. 
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Proof Let A = (a,, . . . , a,) and P= (p,, . . . , pm_,), where a,, . . . , 
a,,p, ,... ,pm_,ECm. From the Condition, it is obvious that there exist ci 
(l<i<m-r) such that cFui=O (l</<n), c,*pi=O (l<j<m-r,j#i), and 
c:p, = 1. Therefore we have 
COMMENT. From Lemma 2, the matrix equation C(A P) =(0 I) is con- 
sistent. Therefore we have an explicit solution C=(O Z)(A P)-, where 
(A P)- is a { 1}-inverse of (A P). 
Lemma 1 guarantees the existence of T - ’ which can be partitioned as in 
(9: 
(**) 
THEOREM 1. Under the Condition and in tems of the notation in (*) 
and (**), (i) G,, is a {l}- inuerse of A, (ii) G,, is a {1,3}-inverse (right- 
inverse) of Q, (iii) G,, is a { 1,4}-inverse (left-inverse) of P, (iv) G,,=O, and 
(v) R = - QG,,P. 
Proof. By TT -r = T-IT= I, we get the following eight matrix equa- 
tions. 
AC,, + PC,, = I, (5) 
AG,, + PG, = 0, (6) 
QG,, + R&l = 0, (7) 
QG,, + RG, = I, (8) 
&,A + G,,Q = 1, (9) 
G,,P-t G,,R = 0, (10) 
G,,A + GzzQ = 0, (11) 
G,,P+ G,,R = 1. (12) 
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Using Lemma 2 and (6), 
G,=O (iv). 
Hence rewriting (8) and (12), we have 
QG,,= Z (ii) 
and 
G,,P= Z (iii). 
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(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
Furthermore, by (5), (ll), and (13), we have 
AG,,A = A (i). 
By (7) and (15), 
R=- QG,P (9. n 
Hereafter, G,, Q,R ) denotes the G,, constructed in Theorem 1. One of 
the purposes of this paper is to show that ah { l}-inverses are given by the 
above method. In other words, for any given { l}-inverse G, there exist P, Q, 
and R which satisfy the Condition and Eqs. (5), (6), (7), (8). To state it 
explicitly, we start with the following well-known lemmas. (See [1], pp. 11, 
19, and 49.) 
LEMMA 3. The following three propositions are equivalent: (i) G is a 
{ l}-inuerse of A, (ii) AC is an idempotent matrix (AGAG= AG) and 
r(AG)= r(A) and (iii) GA is an idempotent matrix (GAGA = GA) and 
r( GA) = r(A). 
LEMMA 4. G is a {1,2}-inuerse of A if and only if G is a {l}-inuerse 
and r(G) = r(A). 
LEMMA 5. Let H = DC be a full rank factorization of an n X n matrix 
with r(H) = r, i.e. D is an n x r full column rank matrix and C is an r X n 
full row rank matrix. Then the following three propositions are equivalent: (i) 
H is an idempotent matrix, (ii) Z-H is an idempotent matrix, and (iii) CD= I. 
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LEMMA 6. Let H = DC be a full rank factorization of an n X n matrix 
with r(H) = r. Then, H = D’ C’ is a full rank factorization if and only if there 
exists an T X r nonsingular matrix M such that D’ = DM and C’ = M - ‘C. 
THEOREM 2. (i) Zf G is a { 1 }- inverse of A, there exist P, Q, and R such 
that G,, Q, R ) = G. (ii) Gcp,Q,Rj= GcP’,Q,,R,j if and only if there exist nomingu- 
kzr matrices M and N such P’ = PM, Q’ = NQ, and R’ = NRM. (iii) 
T(G(~,~,R))=~(A)+~(R). 
Proof. For a given { 1}-inverse G,, (= G), we use the full rank factori- 
zations of Z - AC,, and I - G,,A, by which there are P, Q, R, G,,, and G,, 
satisfying the three identities 
I - AG,, = PG,,, (16) 
Z - G,,A = G,,Q, 
R = - QG,,P. 
(17) 
(16) 
To prove (i) we will show that these P, Q, R, G,,, and G,, satisfy the 
Condition and the equations (5), (6), (7), and (8) with G,,=O. (5) coincides 
with (16). From (16) and (17), we have, by Lemma 5, that G,,P= I and 
QG,, = I, implying (8) with G,, = 0. F rom (8) and (17), AG,,=AG,,QG,s= 
A(Z- G,,A)G,, =O, and thus (6) with G,,=O is established. As for (7), we 
have 
QG,, + RG, = QG,, - QGPG, [by (WI 
= QG,,AG, 
= QU- G,Q)G, [by (17)l 
= 0. [by (8) and G, =O]. 
The proof of (ii) . IS straightforward. The necessity comes from Lemma 6 
and (18), and the sufficiency is derived from the identity 
G,,N -’ 
=‘* 0 
Finally, from (5) and GzlP= I, we have AG,,P=O. Similarly QG,,A=O. 
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Therefore we have 
(;)%(A P,=(; -OR). (19) 
Also (5) and (9) imply 
(G,, Gl2)(; _o,)( ~::)=G,,. 
(iii) follows from (19) and (20). 1 
Theorem 2 furnishes a characterization of a { 1}-inverse with a rank 
r(A)+s [min(m,n)- r(A) >s > 01. 
THEOREM 3. The necessary and sufficient condition for G to be a 
{1}-inverse of A and r(G)=r+s (r(A)=r and O<s<min(m,n)-r) is that 
G is a { 1,2}-inverse of A + PSQ, where r(S) = s and P, Q satisfy the 
Condition. 
Proof. Necessity: Let G,, = G. As in the proof of Theorem 2, we 
construct P, Q, R, G,,, and Car. From Theorem 2 and the definition of G,,, 
we have the nonsingular matrices M and N such that 
where I, denotes the identity matrix of the order s. Defining 
S=-M; :N, 
( 1 
we have RSR = - R and SRS = - S. Then we have 
G,,(A + PSQ)% = G,,AG, + GuPSQGu 
= G&G,, + ( - %R PC - RG) [by (7) and (WI 
= GAG,, - G&G, 
= GAG,, + GJ”%, 
= G,, 
(A + PSQ)G,,(A + PSQ) = AG,,A + PSQG,,PSQ 
(QG,,A=O and AG,,P=O) 
=A+PS(-R)SQ 
=A+PSQ. 
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Sufficiency: We use the full rank factorization A = DC. From Lemma 2, 
there exist C,,, C,, D,, and D, such that 
Since 
(A+PSQ)( Co Cl)=( i 1) 
and 
(D P)( I, 0 
0 S 
=A+ PSQ, 
we have r(A + PSQ) = T + s, i.e. d, G) = r+ s by Lemma 4. Also the definition 
of G implies 
(A+PSQ)G(A+PSQ)=A+PSQ. 
Therefore, multiplying by DD, on the left and C,C on the right, we have 
AGA =A. n 
COMMENT. In Theorem 3, if A is an nX n matrix, (A + PQ)-’ is a 
{ 1}-inverse of A. Also, if A is Hermitian, we have P* = Q. (See [3].) 
Finally we consider the relation between this characterization and the 
Moore-Penrose inverse, which is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. (i) Gcp,Q,Rj is a { 1,2}-inverse of A if and only if R = 0, (ii) 
Gcp,Q,R) is a {1,3}-inverse of A if and dy if ‘%(P)=%(A*), and (iii) 
Gcp,Q,Aj is a {1,4}-inverse of A if and only if %(Q*)=TL(A). 
Proof. (i) is obvious from Lemma 4. As the proof of (iii) is parallel to 
that of (ii), we prove only (ii). 
Let Grr = Gc~,~,~), and note the relation from (5): 
(AGll)* + (PG,J* = AG,, + PG,,. (21) 
Necessity: (21) and (3) imply PGsl= (PG&*, and from (15) we have 
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P= PG,,P; hence 
P* = P*(PGzl)* = P*PG,,. (22) 
From (5) we have AG,,A + PG,,A = A, and as G,, satisfies (l), (22) implies 
P*A = P* GPzlA = 0. 
Sufficiency: (5) implies P*AGll + P*PG,, = P*, and by the Condition we 
have P*A =O, implying G,, =(P*P)-‘P*. As (PG,,)*=[P(P*P)-‘P*]*= 
PG,,, (21) implies AC,, = (AGJ*. n 
COROLLARY. GV,Q3Rj is the Moore- Penrose inverse if and only if the 
conditions in (i), (ii), ati (iii) of 131 eorem 4 are simultaneously satisfied. 
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